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What this presentation concerns
There is increasing demand to bring our SSL encryption techniques into the
current epoch. In particular, support for TLS v1.2 and avoid old weak
crypto.
My OES11 SP2 machines reported their SSL state to be slightly embarrassing.
http://ssllabs.com/ said Grade C, with grumbles. Tsk tsk.
The problem is what to do about this on production gear.
Moving to SLES 12 is not possible with OES11.
This talk shows different approaches to handing the Apache crypto problem.
A companion talk discusses upgrading POSIX email components.
The slides are dense on purpose, meant to be re-read when you get serious
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SSL/TLS buzz words
SSL = Secure Sockets Layer, the old starting point for secure HTTP
TLS = Transport Layer Security, superceeds SSL, today’s buzz word
STARTTLS = Offer to negotiate TLS crypto details between client and server
Protocol = steps to choose a key and a crypto algorithm
CipherSuite = set of crypto algorithms
Crypto names = https://testssl.sh/openssl-rfc.mappping.html plus Google refs
SSL protocol came in three versions 1, 2 and 3
version 1 never made it, version 2 and 3 exhibit major flaws and are
depreciated in the RFCs (and the world generally)
TLS protocol comes in three versions, 1.0, 1.1 and 1.2 (1.3 is in draft stage)
version 1.1 is a minor change, version 1.2 is a major improvement
Forward secrecy = prevent disclosure of past keys from affecting future traffic;
i.e., change the key often. Perfect Forward Secrecy (PFS) is a goal.
Diffie-Hellman = negotiate a shared key while in full view of the public, has used
weak starting keys, now uses longer safer starting keys
“Cryptography and Network Security“ by William Stallings, Prentice Hall
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transport_Layer_Security#SSL_1.0.2C_2.0_and_3.0
29.06.16
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Four solutions to this problem
Rebuild current Apache 2.2.12 with manually added crypto
patches back ported from later editions, plus openssl v1
Build Apache 2.2.31 from Apache.org sources with openssl v1
because it has those code changes built-in, still uses v2.2 APIs
Keep current Apache 2.2.12 but load mod_nss to use Mozilla
crypto engine rather than openssl
Put Access Manager, or equivalent, in front of Apache

Note: NAM itself used Apache as its front end and thus the problem is shared

We start by looking at http://ssllabs.com reports about them
29.06.16
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Stock OES11 SP2/SLES11 SP3
http://ssllabs.com/
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RC4, No TLS v1.2
Weak Diffie-Hellman keys
Supports only older protocols
No Forward Secrecy
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Stock TLS protocol support

Only TLS v1.0
A more modern SSL engine is needed to provide TLS v1.2
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Stock TLS protocol report

RC4

Weak DH keys

29.06.16

These can be fixed in
vhost-ssl.conf, but still
no TLS v1.2
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Apache 2.2.31 and
patched Apache2-2.2.12-TTP

Built with openssl v1.0.1 libraries
29.06.16
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Apache 2.2.31 and
patched Apache2-2.2.12-TTP

TLS 1.0, 1.1 and 1.2
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Apache 2.2.31 and
patched Apache2-2.2.12-TTP

Good
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Mod_nss after much work
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Mod_nss on Apache 2.2.12

TLS 1.0, 1.1 and 1.2
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Mod_nss on Apache 2.2.12

Good

??
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Apache2 extra credit, maybe

Header always set Strict-Transport-Security “max-age=31536000 includeSubDomains;”
29.06.16
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Strict-Transport-Security
Header always set Strict-Transport-Security “max-age=31536000
includeSubDomains;”
Add “header” in the list of Apache modules in /etc/sysconfig/apache2
Place the above header command outside the virtual machine
Read the be wary information about using this header:
https://www.owasp.org/index.php/HTTP_Strict_Transport_Security
Best that we omit this “feature” due to side effects. It can stick on the
Internet so think many times before enabling it.

29.06.16
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Client support & max TLS version

Forward
Security

29.06.16
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Client support & max TLS version
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Client support & max TLS version

Cert be
aware
29.06.16

Review this list for devices at your site
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OpenSUSE 11.4 (venerable)

To show what
can be done in
vhost-ssl.conf

Oh dear!
Apache2 v2.2.17
Much scolding
down here

29.06.16
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Tweaks made to vhost-ssl.conf
SSLEngine on
SSLProtocol All -SSLv2 -SSLv3
SSLHonorCipherOrder on
# WAS SSLCipherSuite ALL:!ADH:!EXPORT56:RC4+RSA:+HIGH:+MEDIUM:+LOW:+SSLv2:
+EXP:+eNULL
SSLCipherSuite ALL:!ADH:!EXPORT56:RC4+RSA:+HIGH:+MEDIUM:!LOW:!SSLv2:
!EXP:!eNULL:!RC4:!aNULL:!ECDHE-RSA-DES-CBC3-SHA:!EDH-RSA-DES-CBC3-SHA
:!DES-CBC3-SHA:!AECDH-DES-CBC3-SHA:!3DES:!AECDH-AES256-SHA:
!AECDH-AES128-SHA:!DHE-RSA-AES256-GCM-SHA384:!DHE-RSA-AES256-SHA256:
!DHE-RSA-AES256-SHA:!DHE-RSA-CAMELLIA256-SHA:
!DHE-RSA-AES128-GCM-SHA256:!DHE-RSA-AES128-SHA256:!DHE-RSA-AES128-SHA:
!DHE-RSA-CAMELLIA128-SHA:!DHE-RSA-SEED-SHA

Remove weak ciphers
--------------

I used the https://ssllabs.com/ report of weak ciphers and the testssl1.sh script
to reveal full cipher names of offenders. Offenders were excluded.
29.06.16
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OpenSUSE 11.4 after tweaks
Grade A, with self-signed cert
and weak cert signature

29.06.16
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OpenSUSE 11.4 after tweaks

TLS 1.0, 1.1 and 1.2
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OpenSUSE 11.4 after tweaks

Good

29.06.16
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Access Manager v4.0 SP1

29.06.16

Weak DH keys
RC4
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Suggested AM crypto improvements
Using ./testssl1.sh –assuming-http my.NAM.machine:443

Red and yellow indicate the weak ciphers which ought to be removed
Suggestions from Bas Penris – in a Proxy’s Advanced Options section:
NAGGlobalOptions FlushUserCache=on
IgnoreDNSServerHealth offwww.novell.com
#NAGGlobalOptions ForceUTF=on
#NAGGlobalOptions DebugHeaders=on
#ProxyErrorOverride On
SSLProtocol All -SSLv2 -SSLv3
SSLProxyProtocol All -SSLv2 -SSLv3
SSLHonorCipherOrder On
SSLCipherSuite ECDHE-RSA-AES256-SHA384:AES256SHA256:HIGH:MEDIUM:
!LOW:!EXP:!SSLv2:!aNULL:!RC4:!EDH:!AESGCM:!eNULL:!NULL

29.06.16
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Access Manager v4.2 changes
Adding crypto commands to a proxy’s Advanced Options section does not work.
Instead we can create a start/script to revise Apache’s configuration after the main
part of NAM has started. The primary change is define new crypto in Proxy file
/opt/novell/nam/mag/webapps/agm/WEB-INF/config/apache2/vhosts.d/NAMService.conf, as shown below. Each Proxy uses a similar file; modify each.
<VirtualHost 1.2.3.4:443>
Name of the Proxy
ServerName my.server.edu
NAGAcceleratorName NAM-Service
SSLEngine on
One long line
##JRD Insertions
SSLHonorCipherOrder On
SSLCipherSuite TLSv1:!aNULL:!eNULL:!DES:!ADH:!NULL:+HIGH:-EXPORT40:EXPORT56:-MEDIUM:-LOW:!RC4:!CBC3:!ECDHE-RSA-DES-CBC3-SHA:!EDH-RSA-DESCBC3-SHA:!AECDH-DES-CBC3-SHA:!DES-CBC3-SHA:!DHE-RSA-AES256-SHA:!DHERSA-CAMELLIA256-SHA:!DHE-RSA-AES128-SHA:!DHE-RSA-CAMELLIA128-SHA
SSLProtocol +TLSv1.2 +TLSv1.1 +TLSv1 -SSLV2 -SSLV3
## end changes
29.06.16
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NAM 4.2 after crypto changes

Unfortunately, changes to a Proxy file are obliterated upon
NAM restarting. To survive that we create a start/stop script
in /etc/init.d which will save and replace the file (or files, one
per Proxy) and then restart Apache. That script is in the
following <hidden> slides.
29.06.16
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NAM v4.2 extra start/stop script
#! /bin/sh
# Copyright (c) 2003 SuSE AG Nuernberg, Germany.
#
# Author: adrian@suse.de, based on template from source package
#
# /etc/init.d/jrd
# and its symbolic link
# /usr/sbin/jrd
#
Run this script after Apache
### BEGIN INIT INFO
# Provides:
jrd
# Required-Start: $network $remote_fs $named novell-apache2
# Required-Stop: $remote_fs
# Default-Start: 3 5
# Default-Stop: 0 1 2 4 6
# Description: Override NAM SSL protocol details
### END INIT INFO

has started normally

. /etc/rc.status
# Determine the base and follow a runlevel link name.
base=${0##*/}
link=${base#*[SK][0-9][0-9]}
29.06.16
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NAM v4.2 extra start/stop script
Save original file, copy replacement file.
case "$1" in
start)
Choose your own save areas
echo -n 'Starting jrd '
cp /opt/novell/nam/mag/webapps/agm/WEB-INF/config/apache2/vhosts.d/NAMService.conf \
/tmp/NAM-Service.conf.SAVE
cp /tmp/NAM-Service.conf \
This is our improved file
/opt/novell/nam/mag/webapps/agm/WEB-INF/config/apache2/vhosts.d/NAM-Service.conf
/etc/init.d/novell-apache2 restart
rc_status -v
;;
stop)
echo -n "Shutting down jrd "
mv /tmp/NAM-Service.conf.SAVE \
/opt/novell/nam/mag/webapps/agm/WEB-INF/config/apache2/vhosts.d/NAM-Service.conf
/etc/init.d/novell-apache2 restart
rc_status -v
;;
restart)
$0 stop
$0 start
rc_status
;;
29.06.16
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NAM v4.2 extra start/stop script
try-restart)
$0 status
if test $? = 0; then
$0 restart
else
rc_reset
fi
rc_status
;;
force-reload)
$0 stop; sleep 1 && $0 start
rc_status
;;
status)
echo -n "Checking for NAM-Service.conf.SAVE "
test -f /tmp/NAM-Service.conf.SAVE
rc_status -v
;;
*)
echo "Usage: $0 {start|stop|try-restart|restart|force-reload|reload|status}"
exit 1
esac
rc_exit
29.06.16
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How Apaches were built
Patched Apache2-2.2.12

not recommended for the timid

Alex Warmerdam sent me a handful of “diff” files to be applied to Apache
source files, but to which version was not stated
We experimented, edited, etc, and got them working on the source RPM
for Apache2 v2.2.12 (that shipped with OES, SLES11)
The changes were to add code for longer Diffie-Hellman keys and new
keywords TLSv1.1 and TLSv1.2. Linked against openssl v1.0.1 libraries
rpm –i apache2*.rpm –force to install
This approach was complicated, but it has been accomplished
It leaves us stuck at that edition of Apache. Not good.
Redoing this would be complicated and not our best option
See building Apache2-2.2.31 for a much simpler flexible
equivalent
29.06.16
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How Apaches were built
Apache2-2.2.31

has the latest patches and up todate crypto support

1. Download apache2-2.2.12-59.1.src.rpm source RPM from SUSE:
Either do rpm -i apache2-2.2.12-59.1.src.rpm to install its source files
into /usr/spec/packages/SOURCES and /usr/src/packags/SPECS,
Or use zypper to both download and install the source RPM
zypper si apache2-2.2.12
(si is source install from repos)
choose option 3 to ignore openldap dependence if building on OES
2. Copy httpd-2.2.31.tar.bz2 from http://apache.org into SOURCES, as-is
3. Obtain and copy into SOURCES the wstunnel patch file "apache-2.2.31wstunnel.patch“ from
http://blog.cafarelli.fr/2013/04/backporting-apache-support-forwebsockets-reverse-proxy-aka-getting-gateone-to-work-behind-apache/

29.06.16
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How Apaches were built
Use new RPM control file apache2.spec-TTP from the TTP archives,
https://netlab1.net/novttp, Files, Apache-TTP, Apache2-2.2.31
That .spec file is based on the apache2.spec file from SUSE’s apache2-2.2.12,
with removal of 2.2.12 patches, inclusion of the 2.2.31 version of third party
ws_tunnel patch. The file has detailed commentary on all of this.
YaST, install libopenssl1 and openssl1-devel
From /usr/src/packages/SPECS, as root, do the following:
rpmbuild –bb apache2.spec-TTP 10 minutes later we have the RPMS
YaST, uninstall only openssl1-devel and reinstate openssl-devel (v0.9.8)
From /usr/src/packages/RPMS/x86_64, as root, do the following:
rpm –U apache*.rpm to install them from the appropriate RPMS directory
Repeat the build if a newer Apache2 2.2.x were issued by Apache.org
29.06.16
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How Apaches were built
Update vhost-ssl.conf to use better crypto selection. See slide after next.
This works with existing Apache2 2.2.12 modules
Revert by YaST,
select module apache2-prefork,
choose radio button in Versions, choose a regular version
right click module and choose Update
Repeat for other new Apache RPMS (coloured Red in YaST)
Use the older vhost-ssl.conf
Restart Apache and all should be well
The Apache building processes are documented in the TTP archives on
https://netlab1.net/novttp, Files area, directory Apache-TTP.

29.06.16
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YaST “Update” apache2-prefork

Then “Update”
other new Apache
entries in YaST
29.06.16
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Apache 2.2.31 config details
/etc/sysconfig/apache2

(module load order effects have been observed)

APACHE_MODULES="actions alias ssl auth_basic authn_file authz_host
authz_groupfile authz_default authz_user authn_dbm autoindex cgi dir env expires
include log_config mime negotiation setenvif suexec userdir php5 reqtimeout proxy
proxy_ajp rewrite authnz_ldap headers ldap perl proxy_http status dav dav_fs
dav_lock deflate proxy_connect“
APACHE_DISABLE_SSL_COMPRESSION=“on“
(Cite SSL earlier than any use of its facility, else may lose TLS v1.1 and TLS v1.2)
/etc/apache2/vhosts.d/vhost-ssl.conf SSL details
SSLEngine on
SSLProxyEngine on
SSLProtocol All -SSLv2 -SSLv3
SSLHonorCipherOrder On
SSLCipherSuite EECDH+ECDSA+AESGCM:EECDH+aRSA+AESGCM:
EECDH+ECDSA+SHA384:EECDH+ECDSA+SHA256:EECDH+aRSA+SHA384:
EECDH+aRSA+SHA256:!ERP:!DSS
(This must be one long line)
#WAS SSLCipherSuite ALL:!aNULL:!eNULL:!SSLv2:!LOW:!EXP:!MD5:@STRENGTH
29.06.16
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Apache with openssl1 beware
The only beware which I know of at this time is if a PHP v5.3 program
running under Apache (i.e., mod_php5) opens a TLS or STARTTLS
connection (typically for IMAP4S or POP3S) then it will likely fail when
openssl v1 does the work.
This is a known problem with PHP v5.3 (opening encrypted streams
sockets, built for openssl 0.9.8)
This PHP v5.3 problem vanishes with PHP v5.5 offered in SLES 12
Such programs at my place do work correctly when mod_nss is used
Upgrading PHP means testing our PHP programs for problems
That can be a messy chain of unexpected consequences. Moving to
SLES12 involves the same testing, for the same reason.
Also moving to unencrypted port numbers bypasses the difficulty
29.06.16
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How Apaches were built
Apache2 mod_nss

SUSE’s choice. This was a struggle to get going

YaST, install mod_nss for Apache. Good, that’s in the main stream.
Follow instructions (suggestions below) for configuring mod_nss:
https://www.novell.com/support/kb/doc.php?id=7016828
https://www.suse.com/support/kb/doc.php?id=7016828
https://git.fedorahosted.org/cgit/mod_nss.git/plain/docs/mod_nss.html
Reconfigure many times with certutil to add an intermediaryCA certificate
See following slides on the database and checking things
See also advice from http://iks.cs.ovgu.de/~elkner/tmp/mod_nss.html
Revise vhost–nss.conf to add missing material, remove rubbish
Comment out iprint files in /etc/opt/novell/httpd/conf.d until they could be
rewritten using mod_nss SSL commands. Ditto other Apache config files.
Possible large minus: NetStorage may not work with mod_nss. See
https://www.suse.com/support/kb/doc.php?id=7016828
but it does work for me (whew!)
29.06.16
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Mod_nss starting installation

Password “foo” is
hidden in that Perl code

Stumble, fumble, utter unkind words,
then read later slides for a solution
https://www.novell.com/support/kb/doc.php?id=7016828
29.06.16
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Mod_nss continuation of screen

Much work with certutil to get all certificates in place cleanly, password
set and recognized, crypto stated, extra commands etc.
See https://fedorahosted.org/mod_nss/ for certutil details
29.06.16
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vhost-nss.conf details
NSSEnforceValidCerts off
Self-signed certs require this
NSSEngine on
NSSProtocol TLSv1.0,TLSv1.2
If one uses Apache proxy modules
NSSProxyProtocol TLSV1.0,TLSv1.2
NSSProxyEngine on
NSSSNI off
To avoid ServerName/AliasName
NSSProxyCipherSuite manually copy NSSCipherSuite from mod_nss.conf
NSSCertificateDatabase /etc/apache2/mod_nss.d
NSSNickName Server-Cert
Where server cert is in the database
NSSPassPhraseDialog file:/etc/apache2/vhosts.d/nsspwd
Important
NSSPassPhraseHelper /usr/sbin/nss_pcache
Notes: NSSSessionTickets on/off causes Apache startup failure
nsspwd above holds internal:newpassword
Mod_nss uses the Mozilla SSL material, hence different cipher suite names than
used by openssl.
29.06.16
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Is there more to mod_nss config?
Apparently yes, a lot
mod_nss.conf sets global values, vhost-nss.conf sets per-virtual values
Fiddle with getting cipherSuite strings set correctly (two files to examine)
Anticipate trouble from client-side certificates and more, see
http://technik.blogs.nde.ag/2015/07/10/details-on-switching-frommod_ssl-to-mod_nss-with-fakebasicauth/
Must specify ServerName foo.bar:443 and ServerAlias localhost for a vhost
or use NSSSNI Off. Set default ServerName in /etc/sysconfig/apache2
Apache may not start until certs are correctly installed
Browsers may be unable to connect until nuances are just right
Revise Apache & OES Apache conf files to speak mod_nss statements
Expect a messed up certificate database (start over again)
Hint: the server cert has server’s name and issuing authority. Other certs
are searched for that issuing authority, and so on up the cert chain.
29.06.16
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Most importantly, the database
Remove contents of /etc/apache2/mod_nss.d
Run /usr/sbin/mod_nss_migrate.pl –c –r /etc/apache2/vhosts.d/vhostssl.conf –w /etc/apache2/vhosts.d/vhost-nss.conf
(-c convert certs, -r where to read server and key cert names , -w write to)
When asked for a password (repeatedly) enter your favourite one
Then set the p/w again and set permissions on mod_nss.d:
certutil –W –d /etc/apache2/mod_nss.d
enter the p/w as many times as necessary
chown –R wwwrun:www /etc/apache2/mod_nss.d
Listing should show the server cert as name “Server-Cert”, tag of u,u,u

29.06.16
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Most importantly, the database
Add the intermediary cert as a PEM file:
certutil –A –t “CT,,” –n “inter” –i /etc/ssl/servercerts/123certs/intermediate_domain_ca.pem –d /etc/apache2/mod_nss.d
If using a self-signed cert then use its CA cert in the above
Fix database permissions yet again:
chown –R wwwrun:www /etc/apache2/mod_nss.d
List the results, noting my name inter and tag CT,, (cert trusted for SSL)

29.06.16
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Tidy up the mod_nss files
Remove /etc/apache2/vhosts.d/vhost-ssl.conf
Remove debris within /etc/apache2/vhosts.d/vhost-nss.conf
Use NSSCipherSuite from mod_nss.conf, not imported from SSL
Add the NSSProxy material if using Apache as a proxy
Edit /etc/sysconfig/apache2, change ssl to be nss in module list
Inspect cert chain and crypto offerings
https://www.digicert.com/help 
Test with
http://ssllabs.com/

https://www.htbridge.com/ssl/
Others on the net
openssl1 s_client –connect myhost:443
testssl.sh downloadable script
Be wary of tester bugs, cross check
29.06.16
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Is there more to mod_nss config?
http://osdir.com/ml/freeipa-users/2015-11/msg00088.html
Subject: Re: [Freeipa-users] let's encrypt integration and
best practices for mod_nss/mod_ssl
“NSS does not let the user specify cipher order. It uses its
own internal sorting from strongest to weakest.
HSTS is a header and not dependent upon SSL provider.
mod_nss doesn't support DH ciphers.”

29.06.16
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Is there more to mod_nss config?
https://www.suse.com/communities/blog/tls-1-2/
By:mge1512

April 25, 2014 2:59 am

To implement Perfect Forward Secrecy, you have to use “ephemeral
keys”. For mod_nss these are provided by the ciphers with “ecdhe”
(Elliptic Curve Diffie–Hellman Exchange) in their names.
Two options for cipher lists are provided in
/etc/apache2/conf.d/mod_nss.conf, search for NSSCipherSuite.
ecdhe ciphers may have a performance impact of up to 15%, thus
they are not switched on by default, but we recommend to switch
them on.
Hope this helps – MgE
29.06.16
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Any benefits from mod_nss?
SUSE says this is what they offer for TLS v1.2 on SLES11
https://www.suse.com/communities/blog/tls-1-2/
“In principle” multiple Apache virtual hosts can each have their
own certificates. I have not tested this.
Regular Apache can offer TLS 1.2 et al when mod_nss is used,
and the few PHP v5.3 programs doing IMAPS will run.
Test on non-production gear because days may be needed to
have a configuration worked out correctly.

29.06.16
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Grade A/B/C report cards are nice, but
look at details: watch your back
Identify unwanted weak crypto
A useful examination tool is shell script testssl1.sh
http://testssl.sh

fetch text file testssl.sh (170KB)

Edit to use openssl1 rather than openssl (0.9.8) and name the result
to be testssl1.sh (so that we have both versions)
That is just adding “1” to name openssl in the file. Easy.
Or say ./testssl.sh –openssl /usr/bin/openssl1 blah blah
chmod a+x testssl1.sh
./testssl1.sh --assuming-http myhost:443
See my companion presentation on POSIX email for usage examples
29.06.16
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A summary
To obtain modern TLS crypto with Apache on our present OES11/SLES11
machines we have some options, listed below not in a particular order:
1. Don’t bother, hope no one will notice, wait for a new OES
2. Install Access Manager or equivalent proxy which has good crypto
(that in AM needs improving by hand though)
3. Use the mod_nss material, which is SUSE’s recommendation, but do
check NetStorage on OES
4. Use the Apache2-2.2.31 approach, but do avoid PHP v5.3 IMAPS
5. Use the patched Apache2-2.2.12 (but Apache2-2.2.31 is better)
http://ssllabs.com/ tests say Apache2-2.2.31 (and patched Apache) have
the best TLS results, by a small margin. Both work with what we have
now, OES is happy as-is, but PHP v5.3 based IMAPS is not happy.
Mod_nss has its problems but it does work (with adjustments). PHP
IMAPS works. Allocate time to test and understand.
29.06.16
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Closing words
System components may need changes due to external
pressures or local compliance requirements. Older systems
fall behind and need to be improved.
Vendors provide known integrated systems, and support
them as such. But they also lag behind events so that we
personally may need to compensate for awhile.
The changes discussed in this work can be quickly removed
(minutes) and the status quo ante reinstated to assist with
Tech Support affairs.
In the end a modern SSL/TLS crypto engine is required
29.06.16
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